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Tsushoshi, an agency of the new Meiji Government, was established in the 2nd year of Meiji in order primarily 

to oversee trading policy. It later held a wide range of policy areas including industrial development and finance. 

Their activities were also recognized as an effort aimed at the creation of economic units essential for modern 

capitalism, such as companies and banks, through the establishment of Tsusho-kaisha  and Kawase-kaisha . 

However, the policy soon reached an impasse and ended up being a short-lived one. It has been pointed out that 

there was strong pressure of criticism from foreign countries as a factor in this failure, along with several factors 

inherent in the policy.

“External pressure” placed on Tsushoshi  policy are mainly documented in the context of development 

of this policy in Niigata and Osaka. The author, who has already grasped the history of this policy in Niigata, 

examines here the history in Osaka, with a focus on diplomatic documents from Japan and the U. K. Through this 

understanding, the author studies relationship between Tsushoshi policy and “external pressure” as a whole.

As for the history in Osaka, it turns out that, unlike recognized by previous researches, strong protests from 

the U. K. over the policy were invited at an early stage after the start. Originally endeavoured with this policy 

by an enlightened group in the Meiji Government was the rapid modernization of the economy, but what was 

represented in “the Osaka Shosha Kisoku (the Osaka Trading Company Regulations)” was a policy framework 

that tried to find a compromise with “Kabu-nakama,” the exclusive bonds of certain merchants since the pre-

modern era. The U. K. condemned this compromise, although they considered the policy philosophy itself right. 

Recognizing that what was being carried out was a government-led attempt at a huge trade monopoly, U.K. added 

harsh external pressure.

Before long, the movement in both Niigata and Osaka merged into a diplomatic issue, and the confrontation of 

policy course within the government became closely entangled with this matter. Tsushoshi policy gradually lost 

its driving force.

In the process of execution of the policy, the hastening movement of Japan toward economic modernization 

and independence without sufficient prerequisites caused frictions with the powers. The author clarifies this 

development through this article.
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